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The flaring conundrum has several layers, almost like the famous Matryoshka doll. The two main reasons on the outer layer could be, that flaring is either overestimated in the emission inventories (and other sources under estimated) or that our observations cannot quantify the flaring contribution, or both. To unravel the issue with observations, the next doll must be opened. Since all stations considered are remote from the major flaring fields in Russia, no pure flaring plumes were sampled, but only flaring emissions which were well mixed with other BC emissions, such as coal, which would shift the expected signature (from a more depleted, pure flaring δ 13 C signature) to a more positive value. Long sampling times mix the signatures further, as can be seen for Barrow (Fig. 3) . The samples collected at Barrow with a relatively short sampling time in winter/spring have a purer (narrower) source signature, closer to the Regular fossil fuels endmember, whereas samples with a prolonged sampling time are located relatively further away from the endmembers, i.e., in the 'mixed' zone where the bulk of all samples lie (δ 13 C of -26.8‰,  14 C of -530‰). This leads us to the last layer and also a core issue in observations of gas flaring emissions. The isotopic endmember is relatively uncertain, and based on only one study (47) . Shifts in the composition of the flared gas could mean a substantial change in isotopic ratio, as the kinetic isotopic effect during combustion affects small hydrocarbons (e.g., methane) more than larger molecules. There is thus a real lack of compound specific isotope analysis of pure gas flaring BC emissions. Coming back to the initial layer and the emission inventory uncertainties, we need to consider two main factors for uncertainty. This concerns the activity, that is the amount of gas flared, and the emission factor, which is the amount of BC emitted per unit gas, which also depends on the composition of flared gas, and the flare technology and its efficiency. A reason for the potential overestimation of gas flaring in previous studies could be the use of emission inventories from the year 2010 (as used in our model) or prior, while our observations were conducted during later years, when Russian flaring emissions had already started to decline (48), although the real extent of this decline in activity is uncertain. The emission factor uncertainty remains, although there are finally some measurements available (49) which point to the fact that emission factors can be relatively high, especially in mixtures that are rich in higher hydrocarbons (as found in Russia) and if flares are poorly operated, leading to worse local emissions than previously expected (33). No data
